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Abstract: The particles, water and oil three-phase flow behaviors at the pore scale is significant to
clarify the dynamic mechanism in the particle flooding process. In this work, a newly developed
direct numerical simulation techniques, i.e., VOF-FDM-DEM method is employed to perform the
simulation of several different particle flooding processes after water flooding, which are carried
out with a porous structure obtained by CT scanning of a real rock. The study on the distribution of
remaining oil and the displacement process of viscoelastic particles shows that the capillary barrier
near the location with the abrupt change of pore radius is the main reason for the formation of
remaining oil. There is a dynamic threshold in the process of producing remaining oil. Only when the
displacement force exceeds this threshold, the remaining oil can be produced. The flow behavior of
particle–oil–water under three different flooding modes, i.e., continuous injection, alternate injection
and slug injection, is studied. It is found that the particle size and the injection mode have an
important influence on the fluid flow. On this basis, the flow behavior, pressure characteristics and
recovery efficiency of the three injection modes are compared. It is found that by injecting two kinds
of fluids with different resistance increasing ability into the pores, they can enter into different pore
channels, resulting in the imbalance of the force on the remaining oil interface and formation of
different resistance between the channels, which can realize the rapid recovery of the remaining oil.

Keywords: pore scale; numerical simulation; particle flooding; VOF-FDM-DEM; oil recovery

1. Introduction

Water flooding is a primary measure for enhancing oil recovery in the oil development.
However, in the water flooding process, water flows along the pore channels with smaller
resistance. The pore radius, flooding velocity and fluid viscosity determine pore channel
resistance characteristics. With oil development in depth, the oil phase in the channels is
continuously displaced. The original oil-bearing channel is occupied by water, and the
resistance further decreases, resulting in formation of high-permeability channels and a
decrease of production efficiency. By injecting the particles into the pores, the resistance
in the water-bearing high permeability channels is increased and the water is forced to
flow to the low resistance channel, leading to utilization of residual oil and enhanced oil
recovery [1–3]. However, the production efficiency varies with different displacement
methods and displacement agents [4,5]. Investigation of the flow behaviors of particle–oil–
water in the underground porous media is essential for optimizing the operation measure
to recover the remaining oil efficiently.

Due to restriction of the technology of measurement in porous media, the dynamic
mechanism of oil, water and particles in rock pore channels is studied mainly by numerical
simulation, especially macrosimulation. However, the macroscale simulation results often
fail to reveal the microflow mechanism and flow law of oil, water and particles in the pore
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channel and quantitatively analyze the flow path and flow pattern. With the development
of computer technology, more and more researchers study the multiphase interaction
mechanism in microstructure by numerical simulation [6–9]. However, the physical model
of rock pore structure is too complicated to create a mathematical model. The difficulties
include (1) real rock pore structure modeling: it is necessary to collect the real core and
obtain the rock pore structure by CT scanning technology, and further acquire the physical
structure of computational domain required for numerical simulation by image processing
technology [10,11]; (2) no coupled mathematical model in the commercial software for
description of two-phase mathematical model (VOF) in Eulerian framework and particle
dynamics model in Lagrangian framework; (3) direct numerical simulation of interaction
between particles and fluid: the particle size is far smaller than mesh scale; assuming that
the particles have no size and the force of fluid on the particles is on the material points in
the centers of the particles, the resistance source model is used to describe the interaction
between the fluid and the particles; however, the particle size is larger than mesh scale,
so the resistance source model is no longer applicable; thus it is necessary to calculate the
interaction between the particles and the fluid by direct numerical simulation method [12].

Raeini et al. [13] studied two-phase flow by VOF, analyzed the control mechanism of
two-phase flow and the effect of pore pressure at the pore scale, and carried out numerical
simulation of two-phase flow in simple geometry structure. Kokubun et al. [14] simulated
the migration behavior of the particles in porous media. The numerical results show that
heterogeneous media present significant accumulation in low and high-velocity regions,
whereas homogeneous media present only significant accumulation in low-velocity regions.
Kokubun et al. [15] developed a simple model for the transport of polymer particles in an
oil and water flow in a porous medium, which takes into account the clogging/unclogging
of pore throats. Based on the Eulerian and Lagrangian frameworks, Su et al. [16] developed
a VOF-FDM-DEM (VOF: volume-of-fluid, FDM: fictitious-domain-method and DEM:
discrete element method) coupled method to simulate the particle flooding process and
carried out the numerical test. Numerical results show that in the particle flooding process,
three different stages, i.e., drainage period, analogy water flooding period and effective
period of particle flooding, are involved. The oil recovery rate is closely related to the
fluctuation of pressure difference between the inlet and outlet. However, the dynamic
reason for startup of the residual oil in particle flooding after water flooding is unknown.
What controls the particle–oil–water flow behaviors in particle flooding with different
strategies, and how to choose the appropriate strategy for rapid and efficient oil recovery
needs to be further investigated.

In this paper, the newly developed VOF-FDM-DEM coupled model [16] is employed
to investigate the pore-scale particle–oil–water flow behaviors in the several different
particle flooding processes. A new physical model scanned from a real rock through CT
technology is constructed, and used in the simulation. The work is arranged as follows,
the model details are given in the next section, followed by the case setup in the numerical
tests used in the work. Results and discussions are presented in Section 4 and conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.

2. Mathematical Model

VOF-FDM-DEM coupling method is a pore scale direct simulation method in the
Eulerian–Lagrangian framework for particle flooding. In this method, Navier–Stokes
equation is used for water–oil motion in the Eulerian framework, VOF simulation method
is used to track water–oil interface. Newton’s second law is used to track particle motion
in pore space in the Lagrangian framework, discrete element method is used to evaluate
the particle–particle interaction and particle–wall interaction so as to be able to consider
the collision properties of viscoelastic particles, and fictitious domain method is used for
evaluating fluid–particle interaction force [17].
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2.1. Oil–Water Flow Dynamics

The dynamic behaviors of water–oil two-phase interface in pore structure were de-
scribed by the VOF model [18]. The continuity equation and momentum equation are
described in Equations (1) and (2), respectively

∇·u = 0 (1)

∂ρ f u
∂t

+∇ ·
(

ρ f uu
)
−∇ · (µτ) = −∇p + ρ f g + σknσs (2)

where u is average velocity of two phases, m · s−1; ρ f is average density of two phases,
kg·m−3; µ is average dynamic viscosity coefficient of two phases, Pa·s; p is dynamic
pressure, Pa; g is acceleration of gravity, m·s−2; k is surface curvature, m−1; n is normal
direction of interface; σs is surface Dirac function.

χ = χ1α + (1− α− β)χs + βχ2 (3)

where χ1 represents the physical properties of water; χ2 represents the physical properties
of oil; χs represents the physical property of particle phase. α represents the volume fraction
of water phase; β represents the volume fraction of oil phase. If α = 1 is satisfied, the cell is
filled with water; if β = 1 is satisfied, the cell is filled with oil. If α = 0 and β = 0 are satisfied,
the cell is occupied by the particles. Otherwise, the cell is filled with two or three phases.
However, the phase distribution inside the cell cannot be obtained without reconstruction.

In Equation (2):
k = −∇·n (4)

n =
∇α

|∇α| (5)

The fluid volume transport equation is expressed as follows:

∂α

∂t
+∇·(uα) = 0 (6)

2.2. Particle Dynamics

Based on Newton’s second law, the dynamical model for discrete phase is used to track
the motion of each particle in the Lagrangian framework. The mathematical expression is
given as follows:

mi
dVi
dt

= Fp−p
i + Fw−p

i + F f−p
i + mig (7)

where Fp−p
i is the force between two particles, Fw−p

i is the force acting on the particles from

the wall, F f−p
i is the force of fluid on the i-th particle, mi is the mass of the particle i, and g

is the acceleration of gravity.
When the particles rotate, the moment on the i-th particle meets the following relationship:

Ji
dωi
dt

= Tp−p
i + Tw−p

i + T f−p
i (8)

where Ji is the moment of inertia of the i-th particle, ωi is the rotational angular velocity
of the i-th particle, Tp−p

i is the moment caused by the tangential force between particles,
Tw−p

i is the moment caused by the tangential force between the particle and the wall, and

T f−p
i is the moment on the particle surface caused by fluid force.
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Discrete element method is used to evaluate particle–particle Fp−p
i and particle–wall

Fw−p
i contact forces. According to Cundall and Strack [19], the normal component of the

contact force, Fp−p
nij for particle–particle contact is

Fp−p
nij =

(
−knδn − ηnVij·n

)
n (9)

and Fw−p
niw for particle–wall contact is

Fw−p
niw = (−knwδnw − ηnViw·nw)nw (10)

In tangential direction, particle–particle interaction, Fp−p
tij , is

Fp−p
tij = −ktδt − ηtVtij (11)

and Fw−p
tiw for particle–wall interaction

Fw−p
tiw = −ktwδtw − ηtwVtiw (12)

where kn (knw) and ηn (ηnw) are the stiffness coefficient and damping coefficient, respectively,
for particle–particle (or particle–wall) interactions in the normal direction. kt (ktw) and
ηt (ηtw) are those in the tangential direction. δn(w) is particle–particle (or particle–wall)
overlap in the normal direction. δt(w) is particle–particle (or particle–wall) displacement in
the tangential direction. V ij (V iw) is the velocity of particle i relative to particle j (or wall),
nw is the vector pointing from the center of particle i to that of particle j (or the contact
point on wall). The first item on the right hand side of the Equations (9)–(12) describes
particle elastic behaviors and the second item describes the particle viscous behaviors.

If the tangential force and the normal force satisfy the following relation∣∣∣Fp(w)−p
tij(w)

∣∣∣ ≥ χ
∣∣∣Fp(w)−p

nij(w)

∣∣∣ (13)

the particles (or particle–wall) in contact will slide against each other, and the tangential
force is given as

Fp(w)−p
tij(w)

= −χ
∣∣∣Fp(w)−p

nij(w)

∣∣∣ δt(w)∣∣∣δt(w)

∣∣∣ (14)

where χ is the frictional coefficient.
The moment is for particle–particle contact

Tp−p
i = ∑

j
riC × Fp−p

tij (15)

and for particle–wall contact
Tw−p

i = ∑
j

riC × Fw−p
tij (16)

where, ric is the vector point from the contact point to the particle center.
A more elaborate description of the discrete element model can be found in our

previous work [20]. Determination of the physical parameters, such as stiffness coefficient
and damping coefficient, can be found in Tsuji et al. [21]. In this work, No-Binary-Search
(NBS) algorithm is employed to find candidate contact spheres for each sphere in the
system [22]. What is more, the efficient RIGID (ERIGID) algorithm [23] is used to judge the
contact states between particles and pore walls.
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2.3. Fictitious Domain Method for Fluid–Particle Interaction Force

In the particle flooding process, the particle diameter is generally similar to or larger
than the throat diameter. The mesh size used in the simulation should be much smaller
than the throat size in order to capture more flow details. As a result, the drag model
for particle point source in Lagrangian framework cannot be applied because of larger
particle size than mesh scale in rock pore structure. Thus, it is necessary to utilize the
direct numerical simulation method, fictitious domain method, whose core idea is to add a
volume force density function to the particle covering domain, so that the fluid in D has
the behavior characteristics of particle [24,25]. Thus, Equation (2) gives

∂ρ f u
∂t

+∇·
(

ρ f uu
)
−∇·(µτ) = −∇p + ρ f g + σknδs + λ in D (17)

where
∇·u = 0 in D (18)

u = Vi + Ω× r in Pi (19)

The particle phase equations are expressed as follows:

ρ f

∫
Pi

λdx =
ρ f − ρP

ρP
mi

(
dVi
dt
− g

)
+ Fp−p

i + Fw−p
i (20)

ρ f

∫
Pi

r× λdx =
ρ f − ρP

ρp

(
Ji

dωi
dt

)
+ Tp−p

i + Tw−p
i (21)

where λ is the non-zero only in the particle covering domain, and r is the location vector
relative to the particle center. A more elaborate description of fictitious domain method
can be found in our previous work [17].

3. Physical and Numerical Conditions
3.1. Physical Model and Case Setup

Figure 1 shows the two-dimensional physical model used in the simulation. It was
obtained through CT scanning of a real rock. The inlet and outlet are shown in the
figure. The physical model is 0.007315 m in length and 0.006175 m in width. The triangle
unstructured mesh is used to divide pore space. The cell count is 254,155 in total. The
maximum grid area is 1.19 × 10−10 m2, and the minimum grid area is 1.40 × 10−11 m2.
The minimum mesh size is much smaller than the particle size or pore size.

1 
 

 

1 
  

Figure 1. Porous structure used in the simulation.
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At first, the pore structure shown in Figure 1 was filled with oil, and water flooding
was carried out until no oil flowed out from the outlet. Then, the newly developed VOF-
FDM-DEM coupling model was used to simulate particle–oil–water flow process in particle
flooding under various conditions. The description of each case is shown in Table 1. Cases
I and II are continuous injection, cases III and IV are alternate injection, and cases V and VI
are slug injection. It is mainly divided into two kinds of particles. The physical parameters
of particles and fluid are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Description of different test cases.

Item Description Time Interval (s)

Case I Continuous injection of small particles (0, 1) small particles

Case II Continuous injection of big particles (0, 1) big particles

Case III Alternate injection of small and big Particles (0, 0.5) small particles
(0.5, 1) big particles

Case IV Alternate injection of big and small particles (0, 0.5) big particles
(0.5, 1) small particles

Case V Slug injection of small particles (0, 0.5) small particles
(0.5, 1) water

Case VI Slug injection of big particles (0, 0.5) big particles
(0.5, 1) water

Table 2. Physical parameters used in particle flooding.

Item Value

Particle density/kg·m−3 1000

Small particle size/m 10−4

Big particle size/m 5 × 10−4

Particle flow rate/kg·s−1 5 × 10−4

Normal/tangential stiffness coefficient/N·m−1 800/200

Normal/tangential damping coefficient/N·m−1 0.3/0.3

Friction coefficient 0.1

Water density/kg·m−3 1000

Water viscosity/kg·(m·s)−1 0.001

Water flow rate/m·s−1 0.01

Oil density/kg·m−3 800

Oil viscosity/kg·(m·s)−1 0.0148

Water oil interface tension/kg·s−2 0.07

3.2. Numerical Conditions

The numerical boundary conditions are given Table 3. Dirichlet boundary condition
was employed for velocity at the inlet and the wall, for pressure at the outlet, for water
volume fraction at the inlet. Neumann boundary condition was employed for velocity at
the outlet, for pressure at the inlet and the wall, for water volume fraction at the outlet.
Constant contact angle boundary condition was used for water–oil–solid contact line on
the wall. Rebound boundary condition was used for particles at the inlet. Particles were
allowed to exit from the outlet. Particle–wall interaction force was employed using discrete
element method (DEM). Gamma Scheme presented in work was used to discretize the
convection term [26,27] and Crank-Nicolson scheme was for the time term [28]. Leap-frog
scheme is time discretization for particle tracking [29]. The residual errors of different
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physical quantities were set to 10−6. The courant number in the simulation was set to 0.1
and time step was adjusted adaptively [12].

Table 3. Numerical boundary conditions.

Physical Quantity
Boundaries

Inlet Outlet Wall

Velocity Fixed value Zero gradient Fixed value
Pressure Zero gradient Fixed value Zero gradient

Water volume fraction Fixed value Zero gradient Constant contact angle
Particle Rebound Exit DEM

4. Result and Discussion
4.1. Trap Dynamics of the Residual Oil

The remaining oil distribution after water flooding is shown in Figure 2. The black
line is the pore boundary, the white part in the pore is filled with water, and the black part
is the remaining oil. Water flows in from the left and out from the two outlets on the right.
It can be seen from the figure that the water cut channel is formed along the inlet and outlet
direction after water flooding, and the remaining oil is mainly concentrated on both sides
of the water cut channel. 

2 

 
 
2 
  

Figure 2. Oil and water two-phase distribution (black represents oil, white represents water).

The capital letters (A–R) in the figure indicate the location of the oil–water interface. It
is not difficult to see that almost all the oil–water interface stays at the interface from throat
to pore. At these locations, the pore radius changes greatly. In order to further describe the
behavior of oil–water interface clearly, a simplified model is given in Figure 3, in which the
black line is the pore boundary, the black part is oil, and the part not filled with color is full
of water. φ is the oil–water contact angle and ψ is the opening angle from throat to pore.
Figure 3a shows the situation of oil–water interface in the throat, when the capillary force
caused by oil–water interface can be expressed by Laplace formula

f =
σcos(φ)

R
(22)
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Figure 3. The interface morphology when the oil–water interface is in different positions: (a) the
oil–water interface is in the throat; (b) the oil–water interface is in the pore throat interface.

σ is the interfacial tension coefficient and R is the pore channel radius. Under water
wet condition, the contact angle φ is an acute angle, and the f direction is consistent with
the movement direction of water flooding, which is the driving force of water flooding.
Figure 3b shows the situation of oil–water interface at the location throat entering the pore.
After that, the oil–water interface will keep contact angle φ with the pore wall, and the
capillary force caused by the oil–water interface is

f =
σcos(φ + ψ)

R
(23)

When φ + ψ > 90◦, the oil–water interface will reverse. At this time, the capillary
force obtained by Equation (23) is negative, which is opposite to the direction of water–oil
displacement and hinders the movement of oil–water. As the oil–water interface moves
forward, R will gradually increase, and the blocking effect of capillary force on oil–water
interface will gradually decrease. When the oil–water interface flows out of the throat before
entering the hole, the capillary force has a negative maximum. When the displacement
force is insufficient to overcome the capillary pressure, the movement of oil–water interface
stops. As a result, the oil in this channel cannot be exploited further. When water–oil
interface passes a location with the abrupt change of pore radius, the capillary pressure can
hinder the water–oil movement. This capillary resistance is called capillary barrier in this
work. Capillary barrier is caused by abrupt change of pore radius, even in the water wet
condition, capillary force caused by water–oil surface tension can still present resistance to
water–oil movement. From the Equation (23), for specific pore structure, capillary barrier
has a maximum value. When the hydrodynamic force does not exceed the extreme value
of capillary barrier, the oil–water interface only deforms, but does not move. Once the
displacement force exceeds the maximum value, the capillary force will be reduced or
change its direction, so the difficulty of water flooding will be reduced.

In particular porous media, oil–water distribution affects the channel resistances
distribution. Thus, the difference in the oil–water distribution will result in different
displacement force in constant velocity flooding. Generally speaking, the viscosity of oil is
higher than that of water. When the channel is occupied by one phase fluid, its resistance
to the water flow is smaller than that of the oil flow. The displacement pressure required to
maintain the process with the same flooding velocity will be reduced. Therefore, in the
process of constant speed water flooding, the pressure difference between the inlet and
outlet decreases with the increase of water saturation. The decrease of pressure difference
results in the decrease of water displacement ability. Figure 2 shows the distribution of
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remaining oil after water flooding, and A–R is the position of oil–water interface. The
channel from point a through point B to point E is called channel 1, the channel from point a
through point C to interface B is called channel 2, and the channel from interface B through
point D and interface E to point E is called channel 3. The pressure drop from point a to
point e through channel 1 should be consistent with that from point a to point e through
channels 2 and 3. As the remaining oil is in a static state, the fluid in channels 1 and 3
does not move, and there is no pressure drop in the channel from point a to the water side
of interface B and the channel from point e to the water side of interface E. There is no
pressure drop in channel 3 from oil side of interface B to oil side of interface E. Therefore,
the pressure drop in channel 1 should be balanced with the sum of capillary forces caused
by interfaces B and E. There is a maximum of capillary barrier at interface B; interface E
moves from pore to throat, which is in the state of oil displacement, causing a resistance; as
a result, the pressure drop in channel 1 must exceed the sum of the two resistances before
the oil in channel 3 starts up. Therefore, the pressure difference between the interfaces
is not enough to overcome the capillary pressure, which is the primary reason for the
formation of residual oil.

4.2. Start-Up of the Remaining Oil in Particle-Flooding Process

When the particles are continuously injected into the porous structure after water
flooding (case II) as shown in Figure 2, it is found that interfaces B and E begin to move after
the time of 0.21 s, and the spatial distribution of particles–oil–water is shown in Figure 4
at 0.26 s. The capillary pressure caused by interfaces B and E points to the concave side,
which hinders the movement of oil and water. At this time, there are particles migrating in
channel 1, but there are no particles in channels 2 and 3 due to the plugging of channel by
residual oil. Generally speaking, in the process of moving the remaining oil, the particles
did not contact with the oil. This is due to the fact that the particles are carried by the water,
and the resistance from pore walls to water is smaller than that that to the particles. As a
result, the particles move behind the water–oil interface in the whole view.

 

3 

 

 

4 
  

Figure 4. Distribution of particle–water–oil in the porous media at 0.26 s when remaining oil starts to
move in case II (continuous injection).

In order to clarify the dynamic mechanism of residual oil recovery in the process
of particle flooding, we probed the pressure of the water side of oil–water interface of
A-I before and after the start-up of residual oil movement, and the results are shown in
Figure 5. It can be seen from the figure that the water pressure near interfaces A and B
is basically the same and shows an upward trend with time. At 0.21 s, the water phase
pressure near interfaces A and B rises to a certain value, and interfaces B and E begin to
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move. At this time, the pressure transfer in channels 2 and 3 changes from static pressure
transfer to dynamic pressure transfer, and channel 2 produces pressure loss, resulting in
the decrease of water phase pressure near interfaces A and B. At the same time, there are
particles flowing into the pores from the inlet, and the pressure at the point a increases
with the increase of inlet pressure, which makes the water phase pressure near interfaces
A and B increase. The combined results of the two actions make the water pressure near
the interfaces A and B reach the minimum value in about 0.22 s, and then rise. At 0.26 s,
there is a particle in channel 1 plugging the pore (as shown in Figure 4), resulting in the
increase of pressure in the upstream part of the plugging position. For example, the water
phase pressure near interfaces A, B, C and D will increase, but it will not affect the pressure
in the downstream channel. As a result, the water phase pressure near interfaces E, F, G
and H will not change. The pressure drop along channel 1 increases due to the viscosity
increasing effect of the particles in channel 1 on the injection system and the plugging
effect of the fluid caused by the interaction between the particles and the wall. When the
pressure drop exceeds the capillary effect of interfaces B and E, the oil in channel 3 will
start to move. Therefore, by increasing the resistance of the channel with water, particle
flooding changes the spatial distribution and transmission direction of pressure, destroys
the mechanical balance of oil–water interface in different channels of remaining oil, and
promotes the movement of oil–water interface, thus producing the remaining oil.

Figure 5. Change of the pressure in the water side of water–oil interface when remaining oil starts to
move in case II (continuous injection).

It should be pointed out that due to the extreme value of capillary barrier, when the
water phase pressure difference at different interfaces is lower than a certain limit value,
the oil–water interface will only deform and change the capillary force to counteract the
oil–water pressure difference, and the oil–water interface will not move at this time. When
the water phase pressure difference of different interfaces is higher than this limit value, the
oil–water interface will move, and the remaining oil will be recovered. Once the oil–water
interface moves, the capillary pressure barrier will be destroyed, and the resistance of
oil–water movement will be reduced. Therefore, there is a threshold in the process of
producing the remaining oil. Only when the displacement force exceeds this threshold, the
remaining oil can be produced. The threshold is directly related to capillary barrier.

4.3. Effect of the Particle Size on Particle–Oil–Water Flow Behaviors

Particle size has an important influence on the behavior of particle–oil–water. For this
reason, we continuously injected two different sizes of particles into the porous structure
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after water flooding as shown in Figure 2. At 0.5 and 1 s, the particle–oil–water distribution
is shown in Figure 6.

 

4 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

6 
  
Figure 6. Particle–water–oil distribution at 0.5 and 1 s in case I (continuous injection) and case II (continuous injection): (a)
case I at 0.5 s; (b) case I at 1 s; (c) case II at 0.5 s; (d) case II at 1 s.

At first, both small and large particles migrate along the channel with water, as shown
in Figure 6a,c. The main reason is that:

• The viscosity of water is smaller than that of oil, and the resistance of water channel
is smaller than that of oil channel. Therefore, the particles tend to move along the
channel with low resistance.

• There is a capillary barrier in the oil–water interface at the remaining oil boundary.
When the displacement force is insufficient, the oil–water interface only deforms and
does not move. At the beginning, there are few particles in the water channel, which
cannot make enough pressure drop between different oil–water interfaces and the
remaining oil remains stationary. These channels are blocked by static remaining oil,
so that particles can only migrate in water channels.

With the increase of the number of injected particles, the residual oil in porous media
can be produced by continuous injection of large particles or small particles. However,
there are differences in the time when residual oil begins to move and in the final state of
oil–water distribution. According to the particle–oil–water distribution given in Figure 6a
at 0.5 s in case I (continuous injection of small particles), the remaining oil in channel 3 has
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just started to move at this time, while the remaining oil in channel 3 has been displaced
from the channel in case II (continuous injection of large particles) at this time as given
in Figure 6c. Figure 7 shows the time-dependent variation of water phase pressure near
interfaces B and E before and after the start-up of residual oil in channel 3. It can be seen
from the figure that for the continuous injection of small particles, the water phase pressure
near the interface e presents a fluctuating upward trend, while in case II, the water phase
pressure is relatively stable. The main reason is that the small particles have migrated
to the pores downstream of the interface when the interface E begins to move in case I,
while the particles have not moved to the vicinity of interface E in case II. Before and after
the interface moves, the water pressure at interface B is the same as that at the entrance
point A. With the injection of particles, the pressure at interface B increases in both cases. It
can be seen from the water phase pressure near the interfaces B and E that the pressure
difference in case II rises faster than that in case I. The critical pressure difference required
for recovering the remaining oil under the two conditions is the same. After the interfaces
start to move, the pressure changes from static pressure to dynamic pressure, the pressure
drop in the channel decreases firstly and then rises continuously.

Figure 7. Variation of water phase pressure near the oil–water interface with time when oil–water
interface starts to move in case I (continuous injection) and case II (continuous injection) (square-line:
water pressure near interface B; circle-line: water pressure near interface E; star-line: water pressure
difference between B and E).

With the continuous injection of particles, both small particles and large particles
produce an accumulation effect in the pores, and the accumulation of particles has a
different effect on the final remaining oil production. Figure 6b,d shows the distribution
of particles–oil–water in the case I at 1 s, respectively. It can be seen from the figure that
the accumulation effect of large particles is larger, and the recovery rate of the remaining
oil is larger too. The primary reason is that the movement of particles with different sizes
are responsible for different resistances to the flow. Due to the influence of the wall effect,
the larger particles have a greater hindrance to the movement of the fluid in the water
channel than the smaller particles, so a larger displacement force is needed to maintain its
movement. Under the condition of constant displacement rate, the pressure drop from the
inlet to the outlet changes in two cases are different as shown in Figure 8. It can be seen
from the figure that at the beginning, the pressure drops in both cases remain relatively
stable. In case II after 0.13 s, the pressure begins to rise and fluctuates greatly after 0.23 s.
Whereas in case I, the pressure begins to rise after 0.21 s. Although there are fluctuations in
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the process of pressure rise in this case, the fluctuation magnitude is much smaller than
that in case II. There are two primary effects when particles migrate in the porous media.

Figure 8. Variation of pressure difference between inlet and outlet with time during continuous
injection of large or small particles.

• The addition of particles to the displacement fluid will increase the effective viscosity
of the displacement fluid. The higher the particle concentration, the greater the
effective viscosity of the system. The larger the effective viscosity is, the more obvious
the increase of channel resistance is. The viscosity effect will make the inlet–outlet
pressure difference increase with time. With only the viscosity effect there will be no
large pressure difference fluctuation in the rising process.

• When the particle size is larger than the pore size, the particle will block the pore
channel. When plugging, the upstream pressure will rise rapidly; when breaking
through, the upstream pressure will drop rapidly. The plugging and breakthrough of
particles will cause a large pressure fluctuation in the process of particle migration.

It can be seen from variation of inlet–outlet pressure difference with time: in case I,
the pressure rises, but the fluctuation is small, mainly due to viscosity increasing; in case
II, the pressure difference rises and fluctuates greatly, and both viscosity increasing and
plugging effect play an important role in the process of particle migration.

In order to study the pressure variation in the flow direction, we divided the computa-
tional area into eight zones along the flow direction and calculated the average pressure
of each zone. The pressure distribution at different time is shown in Figure 9. It can be
seen from the figure that with the advance of time, the pressure gradient between the
inlet and outlet gradually increases with time. At 0.25 and 0.5 s, the accumulation of
particles in the pores is relatively loose, and the pressurization effect of large and small
particles has little difference. With the increase of accumulation degree, the pressurization
effect of large particles is significantly enhanced, while the pressurization effect of small
particles is not obvious. This is because in the case of small particles, the pressurization is
mainly depending on increasing the effective viscosity, and there is a linear relationship
between pressurization and particle concentration. However, for large particles, in the
early stage, the concentration is low and the viscosity is dominant. In the later stage, with
the increase of concentration, the plugging effect is obvious and the pressurization ability
is significantly enhanced.
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Figure 9. Average pressure distribution along the flow direction (continuous injection).

4.4. Particle–Oil–Water Behaviors in Different Particle Flooding Methods
4.4.1. Alternate Injection of Big and Small Particles

The resistance increasing effect of particles with different size on the pore channel is
different. When the particles are continuously injected into the channel, the initially injected
particles will change the resistance of the channel, and they will flow to the channels with
lower resistance. Therefore, the injection sequence of different size particles will have an
impact on the spatial distribution of particles, and then affect the remaining oil production
process, inlet–outlet pressure drop changes and the spatial distribution characteristics of
pressure. Thus, we carried out the alternate injection of small and big particles in cases III
and IV.

Figure 10 shows the spatial distribution of particles water and oil at different times in
cases III and IV. It can be seen from the figure that in case III at 0.75 s, on the basis of the
initial injection of small particles, large particles move along the water bearing channel,
and move less toward the oil-bearing channel. The main reason is that the original injection
of small particles did not pressurize the central water bearing channel enough, and the
surrounding oil-bearing channels were blocked by capillary barrier, which limited the
migration of particles to the surrounding oil-bearing channels. Later, with the injection
of large particles, small particles are transported to the oil-bearing channel, and the final
remaining oil production is not obvious, as shown in Figure 10b. At 0.75 s in case IV,
due to the continuous injection of large particles in the early stage, the pores were sealed
and the peripheral pore channels were opened by the residual oil production in the early
stage. The particles formed a significant accumulation at the entrance and migrated to
the surrounding pore channels at the same time. With the continuous injection of small
particles, large particles are pushed to the oil-bearing channel. The production degree of
the final remaining oil is higher than that of case III.

In order to further describe the difference of pore channel resistance increase in
two different cases, this paper presents statistics on the change of inlet–outlet pressure
difference with time in two cases, as shown in Figure 11. It can be seen from the figure
that the pressure difference caused by the initial injection of small particles in case III is
smaller than that caused by the injection of large particles in case IV; after the subsequent
alternation of particles, case 2 can still maintain a higher inlet–outlet pressure difference,
and the fluctuation amplitude of the pressure difference is higher than that in case 1. The
pore structure is divided into eight zones along the flow direction, and the pressure of each
zone is averaged, and the pressure change along the flow direction is obtained, as shown
in Figure 12. It can be seen from the figure that in case III, with the continuous injection
of large particles, the inlet–outlet pressure gradient gradually increases. At 1 s, the large
particles did not migrate to the outlet, the average pressure of zones 7 and 8 changed little,
and the increase of pressure gradient mainly concentrated between zones 1 and 6. For case
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IV, the continuous injection of small particles after the injection of large particles makes
the overall pressure gradient change little, but the average pressure presents a downward
trend. In this case, the large particles in the front hinder the path of the small particles,
making the small particles behind more dense and the system maintains a higher pressure. 

5 

  

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 
10 
  

Figure 10. Particle–oil–water distribution at different times in case III (alternate injection) and case
IV (alternate injection). (a) Case III at 0.75 s; (b) case III at 1 s; (c) case IV at 0.75 s; (d) case IV at 1 s.

Figure 11. Variation of inlet–outlet pressure difference with time in case III (alternate injection) and
case IV (alternate injection).
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Figure 12. Average pressure distribution along the flow direction in case III (alternate injection) and
case IV (alternate injection).

4.4.2. Slug Injection of Big or Small Particles

Slug injection is an important field operation mode. In order to study the particle–oil–
water behavior in this way, the pore structure after water flooding shown in Figure 2 was
slug injected with particles in cases V and VI. The distribution of particle–oil–water when
injecting water in case V is shown in Figure 6a, and that in case VI is shown in Figure 6c.

Figure 13 shows the spatial distribution of particle–oil–water at different times under
slug injection. For case V, only interfaces B and E move before water injection (Figure 6a)
and 0.75 s (Figure 13a). From 0.75 to 1 s (Figure 13b), the remaining oil did not move. From
0.5 s, no residual oil flows out of the porous media. When the particles are continuously
injected into the channel, the initially injected particles ones will change the resistance
of the channel, and the ones will flow to the channels with lower resistance. In case VI,
comparing the pre-water injection (Figure 6c) and 0.75 s (water injection 0.25 s, Figure 13c),
it is found that the original interface D moves after water injection, and new interfaces D1,
D2, D3 and D4 gradually form. At the same time, fluid in channel 4 shown in Figure 13c
also moves, and with the increase of water injection, the remaining oil in this channel is
further driven out.

Figure 14 shows the variation of the inlet–outlet pressure difference in cases V and
VI with time. It can be seen from the figure that the pressure difference in both cases first
increases and then decreases. In the process of rising and falling, there is fluctuation, and
the fluctuation caused by large particles is larger than that caused by small particles. After
water injection 0.5 s, the pressure rise can still maintain for a period of time, and then the
pressure begins to decline.

The computational domain was divided into eight zones along the flow direction, and
the average pressure of each zone was calculated to obtain the average pressure distribution
as shown in Figure 15. It can be seen from the figure that the overall pressure first increases
and then decreases in both cases. For case V, the overall pressure increases slightly in the
first 0.25 s after water injection, and then decreases more in the following 0.25 s. For case
VI, the increase of the overall pressure in the first 0.25 s is larger than that in the last 0.25 s.
With the continuous injection of water, the pressure gradient formed between inlet and
outlet gradually decreases.
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13 Figure 13. Particle–oil–water distribution at different times for case V (slug injection) and case VI
(slug injection). (a) Case V at 0.75 s; (b) case V at 1 s; (c) case VI at 0.75 s; (d) case VI at 1 s.

Figure 14. Variation of inlet–outlet pressure difference with time in cases V (slug injection) and VI
(slug injection).
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Figure 15. Average pressure distribution along the flow direction in case V (slug injection) and case
VI (slug injection).

4.5. Comparison of Flow Behaviors among Different Flooding Methods
4.5.1. Flow Behaviors Comparison between Continuous Particle Injection and Slug
Particle Injection

Figure 16 shows the comparison of the inlet–outlet pressure difference in continuous
injection and slug injection with time. It can be seen from the figure that the pressure can
still maintain for a certain period of time after replacement of water injection at 0.5 s. After
water injection in case VI, the maintenance time of inlet–outlet pressure difference is longer
than that of case V. From the beginning, the pressure difference drop rate in case V is larger
than pressure difference increase rate in case I.

Figure 16. Comparison of inlet–outlet pressure difference variation with time between continuous injection and slug
injection: (a) small particles, (b) large particles.

Figures 6b and 13b show the particle–oil–water distribution with continuous small
particle injection (case I) and slug small-particle injection (case V) at 1 s, respectively. Under
the condition of continuous injection, the oil recovery in channels 3 and 4 is higher than that
of slug injection. Figure 17a shows the oil saturation variation with time in two cases. It can
be seen from the figure that the remaining oil of the two methods is basically the same at 1 s,
and the time of remaining oil flowing out of the remaining oil under the condition of slug
injection is earlier than that under the condition of continuous injection. Figures 6d and 13d
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show the particle–oil–water distribution at 1 s for continuous big-particle injection (case II)
and slug big-particle injection (case VI), respectively. Comparing the two cases, it is found
that the oil recovery in channel 4 in case VI is larger than that in case II. This is mainly due
to the accumulation of a large number of particles between F-G in channel 4 in case II (as
shown in Figure 6d), which increases the drag in the driving process, weakens the driving
force of the later produced oil, and reduces the flow speed of the remaining oil. Figure 17b
shows the change of remaining oil in pore structure with time in cases II and VI. It can be
seen from the figure that after 0.7 s, the remaining oil produced by slug injection of large
particles is faster than that produced by continuous injection of large particles.

Figure 17. Oil saturation variation with time in continuous injection and slug injection (a) small particles (b) large particles.

Therefore, in the process of injecting particles into porous media, the pressure differ-
ence between the inlet and outlet will rise. When the particles enter the channel parallel
to the oil-bearing channel, the particles reduce the relative resistance of the oil-bearing
channel by increasing the resistance of the channel, and finally increase the flow velocity
of the remaining oil. When the particles enter the channel in series with the oil-bearing
channel, by increasing the resistance of the channel, the relative resistance of the oil-bearing
channel increases, and the partial flow of the oil-bearing channel decreases, resulting in the
decrease of the production speed of the remaining oil. By injecting two kinds of media with
different resistance increasing ability into the formation, the media with larger resistance
can enter the water bearing channel, and the media with smaller resistance can enter the
oil-bearing channel. The purpose of rapid movement of remaining oil can be achieved by
adjusting the relative resistance of oil-bearing and water-bearing channels. Slug injection is
closer to the target than continuous injection.

4.5.2. Multiphase Phase Behaviors Comparison between Continuous Particle Injection and
Alternate Particle Injection

Figure 18a shows the time-dependent variation of the inlet–outlet pressure difference
with continuous injection of small particles (case I) and alternate injection of small particles
and large particles (case III). It can be seen from the figure that the variation of the inlet-
outlet pressure difference with continuous injection of small particles is similar to that with
alternate injection (from small particles to large particles). After injecting big particles, the
pressure will not rise sharply in a short time. Figure 19a shows the change of oil saturation
with time in pore structure in two cases. It is not difficult to see that the final remaining oil
saturation of the two cases is the same, and the development speed of the remaining oil in
the case of alternate injection is higher than that in the case of continuous injection.
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Figure 18. Comparison of inlet–outlet pressure difference with time between continuous injection and slug injection: (a)
small particles, (b) large particles.

Figure 19. Comparison of oil saturation variation with time between continuous injection and alternate injection: (a) small
particles, (b) large particles.

Figure 18b shows the time-dependent variation of the inlet–outlet pressure difference
with continuous injection of large particles (case II) and alternate injection of large particles
and small particles (case IV). It can be seen from the figure that the pressure difference
caused by continuous injection of large particles is slightly larger than that caused by
alternate injection (from large particles to small particles). The pressure difference fluc-
tuation is almost the same in both cases. From the change of oil saturation (as shown
in Figure 19b), the final remaining oil saturation under the two conditions is consistent.
However, the residual oil produced by alternate injection of particles (from large particles
to small particles) is faster (more oil flows out in a short time), but its producing ability
is worse than that by continuous injection (the residual oil continuously comes out of the
pore structure under continuous injection, while the residual oil comes out intermittently
under alternate injection).

It is easier to form resistance difference in water bearing and oil-bearing channels
by injecting particles of different sizes alternately, so as to realize rapid production of
remaining oil.
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4.5.3. Multiphase Phase Behaviors Comparison between Slug Particle Injection and
Alternate Particle Injection

Figure 20a shows the time-dependent variation of inlet–outlet pressure difference
during slug injection of small particles (case V) and alternate injection of small particles
to large particles (case III). It can be seen from the figure that from 0.5 to 0.7 s, the two
injection methods have almost the same effect on the inlet–outlet pressure difference. After
0.7 s, the pressure difference continued to increase under alternate injection condition,
while it continued to decrease under slug injection condition. The change of remaining
oil saturation with time in pore structure under two production conditions is shown in
Figure 21a. It can be seen that the final remaining oil with two methods is the same. In
the process of slug injection, the resistance increasing ability of the injected fluid to the
pore channel is different, so the slug injection can form the resistance difference in different
channels and realize the rapid production of the remaining oil.

Figure 20. Comparison of pressure difference between slug injection and alternate injection with time: (a) small particles,
(b) large particles.

Figure 21. Comparison of oil saturation variation with time between slug injection and alternate injection: (a) small particles,
(b) large particles.

Figure 20b shows the variation of inlet–outlet pressure difference with time during
slug injection of large particles (case VI) and alternate injection of large particles to small
particles (case IV). It can be seen from the figure that the pressure difference with slug
injection from 0.5 to 0.7 s is larger than that with alternate injection, and the pressure
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difference from 0.7 to 0.8 s in both cases is similar, and the pressure difference with slug
injection after 0.8 s is smaller than that with alternate injection. It can be seen from the
changes of oil saturation with time in the two processes shown in Figure 21b that slug
injection can form better production speed and production capacity, and the final recovery
rate is high. This is mainly due to the greater difference of resistance increasing ability of
injected fluid to channel during slug injection, so the production effect is better.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the pore-scale numerical simulation technology was used to carry out
water flooding on the pore structure obtained from a real rock, and then different particle
flooding development methods were used to displace the remaining oil after water flooding.
The formation reasons of the remaining oil after water flooding, the dynamic mechanism
of particle flooding, the multiphase hydrodynamic behavior of particle oil water under
different sizes and injection methods, and their influencing factors were analyzed. The
results are as follows:

(1) When the pressure gradient gradually decreases so that the capillary resistance effect
cannot be overcome, the movement of oil–water interface stops and the remaining oil
is formed. There is a dynamic threshold in the process of producing remaining oil.
Only when the dynamic threshold is exceeded can the remaining oil begin to move. In
the process of particle flooding, the migration of particles in the water bearing channel
increases the resistance of the water bearing channel, resulting in the formation of
pressure difference at the water bearing side of different interfaces of the remaining
oil. When the pressure difference exceeds the dynamic threshold, the remaining oil
begins to move.

(2) In the process of particle flooding, large particles can cause higher pressure difference
rise and pressure difference fluctuation, and the remaining oil production capacity
is higher than that of small particles. Therefore, the oil production time with large
particles is smaller than that with small particles. The final remaining oil production
is also higher than that of small particles.

(3) Through the analysis and pairwise comparison of multiphase fluid behavior and
remaining oil production characteristics under three injection modes of continuous
injection, slug injection and alternate injection, it is found that when the fluid medium
with different resistance increasing ability is injected into the pores, different fluids can
enter into different pore channels, promote the imbalance of remaining oil interface,
and achieve the purpose of rapid production of remaining oil. There is the biggest
difference between the resistance increasing ability of large particles and water to
pores. While reducing the average injection pressure, different resistance can be
formed in different channels. Therefore, the ultimate recovery rate of slug injection of
large particles is the highest.
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